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October 2015 (30:00)

City Convention and Visitors Bureau Director Tony Cordo was back to inform people  about the  Coastal 
Texas BBQ Trail, and how many area restaurants are part of it. The event highlights the wide array of 
barbecue restaurants and food trucks available throughout the area. The discussion focused on the 
economic impact for area businesses and the promotion of the great foods available locally. (12:00)

Victoria Public Library Director Katherine Henley talked about the numerous resources available to area 
students of all ages. These include programs to educate them about new technologies especially robotics. 
The idea was designed to help promote available resources for students to further their interest in science 
and engineering , and to demonstrate that working with new technologies can be fun. (8:00)

Sue Prudhomme the Executive Director of Cultural Affairs at Victoria College was discussing the 
college’s October Film Discussion Series.  These are films presented to the public on a variety of topics 
ranging from international issues to local issues. The films are followed by discussions with professors 
who are knowledgeable about the subjects. (10:00)

November 2015 (29:00)  

City of Victoria Environmental Services Director was on to discuss the city’s new recycling program. 
There have been a lot of questions about how it will work, how much it will cost residents, what items 
residents can recycle. This is a new program for the city, and officials want to encourage residents to use 
it to help alleviate overflow problems at the city landfill. (20:00)

Victoria Public Library Director Katherine Henley talked about the numerous resources available to area 
students of all ages. These include programs to educate them about new technologies especially robotics. 
The idea was designed to help promote available resources for students to further their interest in science 
and engineering , and to demonstrate that working with new technologies can be fun. (9:00)

December 2015 (28:00)



Victoria Police Department Public information officer Tanya Brown was on the show talking about 
staying safe during the holiday season. She informed the public on ways to stay safe while shoppig, how 
to protect their valuables both out in public, and at their homes. (12:00)

Victoria Planning Commision’s Jared Mayfield answered questions about the city plans for the future, as 
far ahead as 2035. That included how to deal with population growth, employment, recreation, and 
resources.  (12:00)

Officer John Turner of the Victoria Police Department was on to address pedestrian safety. This issue was 
in response to recent accidents that injured or killed pedestrians who were crossing the busy Houston 
Highway. This issue has become more pressing with the increase in pedestrian traffic from Victoria 
College, University of Houston campus, hospitals, and motels located on the busy street.  (4:00)


